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Abstract. Accelerator based facilities are in a leading position for crafting many 

scientific and technical innovations for a wide range of application from aviation 

to medicine. Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) are critical diagnostics tools for such 

facilities. This study presents bio-inspired methods known as Particle Swarm 

Optimization and Evolutionary Algorithms in order to design RF antennas for 

button-type BPMs. Our results show that the antenna parameters obtained using 

this multiple objective approaches present suitable SNR and linearity values for 

signal processing. It is found that using an antenna radius of 5.5 mm and beam-

pipe radius of 17.5 mm, we can obtain SNR values around 40 dB which can be 

electronically processed.  

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Although the installation and operation costs of accelerator based facilities require 

huge investments, they play a major role in the development of science and 

technology. Particle beams produced in such facilities must be continuously 

diagnosed and be subject to correction processes in order to provide protection from 

any radiation damage. Beam Position Monitors (BPM) are one of the most important 

diagnostics tools to diagnose entire system and they are used to determine position 

of beam inside the beam-pipe [1-3]. There are three important concerns in this 

process which can be listed as: (1) BPM antennas should provide adequate signal, 

i.e. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for signal processing, (2) beam position 

measurement should be done accurately and (3) the measurement system should be 

non-destructive to the beam. Considering these requirements, studies were carried 

out to determine the geometry of button-type BPM antennas using numerical and 
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analytical approaches [4]. In this study, we focused on optimizing the geometric 

properties of BPM antennas such as diameter, thickness and gap by using bio-

inspired optimization algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and 

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [5-7]. 

 
2. Bpm Antenna Design 

 

Different techniques can be used to determine of the beam position. However, these 

techniques can damage structure of the beam or they can be very expensive. 

Therefore, BPMs are widely used for all kind of accelerators due to low cost and 

robustness. The mechanical system of BPMs are generally designed as a cylindrical 

structure with 4 antennas placed on. Determination of the beam position is directly 

related to geometry of the BPM. This geometric design can affect many parameters 

such as accuracy, resolution, bandwidth, dynamic range, SNR etc. Therefore, design 

and production stages are key to achieve these requirements. In this study, 

optimization methods are applied on the following basic formulas to find geometric 

features of the BPMs for Turkish Accelerator and Radiation Laboratory in Ankara 

(TARLA) [8].  

 

The signal power depends on the geometric parameters of BPM including beam-

pipe radius, antenna diameter and thickness [9]. Once an adequate signal level is 

obtained, this signal can then be processed electronically by a front-end electronic 

system [10]. Despite the fact that the signal level can be increased by extending the 

antennas, it is known that using larger fitting elements makes it difficult to achieve 

an ultra-high vacuum level.  

 

For this reason, we optimized antenna radius along beam-pipe radius and thickness 

for admissible values considering TARLA beam parameters such as the beam-pipe 

radius between 17.5 mm and 21 mm, average beam current of 1 mA and bunch 

repetition rate of 13 MHz. 

 

In order to find optimal antenna radius a and beam-pipe radius b parameters, we 

used the following formula for finding signal power (Ps) and noise power (Pn) 

defined by Smith [2] as an objective function: 
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(2.1) 

and 
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Pn= kBTZB  

 

(2.2) 

Then the SNR can be calculated as: 
 

SNR=
Ps

Pn    

 

(2.3) 

 
3. Parameter Optimization 

 

 

Finding optimal design parameters for BPM is a numerically expensive problem. 

Considering the complexity of the power and signal calculations for a large number 

of candidate solutions, following a numerical or analytical optimization approaches 

may be a challenge. Furthermore, the classical approaches also tend to get stuck at 

local optimum. 

 

The literature presents bio-inspired optimization methods such as PSO and EA [11-

14] which are both stochastic computation techniques inspired by the flocking 

behavior of the birds and the basic law of survival of the fittest, respectively. Such 

optimization methods do not require prior knowledge about the solution, rather use 

a fitness function to choose among candidates that are promising to yield better 

solutions through a heuristic process. 

 

In this paper, the design problem for the BPM was modeled using both approaches 

with two optimization goals as (1) to increase Ps, (2) decrease antenna radius, gap 

and thickness subject to three constraints as having (1) SNR larger than 30 dB (2) 

resolution smaller than 20 micrometer and (3) capacitance larger than  1 pF. 

 
4. Results 

 

Results show that the electron beam  located anywhere in the beam-pipe (with radius 

17.5 mm and antenna radius of 5.5 mm) can be measured linearly in the first 10 mm 

region of by using 11 mm diameter antennas as depicted in Fig.1.  

 

Fig. 1a. and Fig. 1b. depict the extreme examples for the antenna size for 2.5 mm 

and 10 mm, respectively. It can be seen that the measurements can overlap for a 

short antenna (Fig. 1a), which means that there will be accuracy problems, i.e. 

linearity problems can be faced, in the measurement, whereas in case of using a long 

one (Fig. 1b.), more accurate readings can be achieved. The problem with using a 
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long antenna is that they are not always of practical use due to manufacturing process 

since antennas with a larger volume may counteract the vacuum permittivity 

constraints.  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 1.  Linearity maps for the electron beam for varying antenna lengths 

(a) 2.5 mm  (b) 10 mm (c) 5.5 mm. 

 

The optimized length of 5.5 mm (Fig. 1c.) can achieve accurate measurement in 10 

mm range of the beam-pipe.  For the non-linear part (beyond 10 mm), mathematical 

interpolation methods such as curve fitting can be applied to determine beam 

position. 

 

The beam position calculated in terms of voltages is depicted in Fig. 2 for small 

displacements from the beam-pipe center as described in [2].  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2. Sensitivities for the xy plane. Asterisks for x axis, line for y axis. 

Red line is added to compare linearity of the results. (a) 2.5 mm  (b) 10 mm (c) 

5.5 mm.  

 

Here, it can be seen that the sensitivities are consistent for both axes on the xy plane. 

Difference over sum for the signals obtained from opposite antennas. It is clear that 

the sensitivity increases with the length of the antenna, the optimized length is given 

in Fig. 2c. 

 

Fig. 3. shows the relation between SNR, beam-pipe radius and resolution for the 

solutions obtained using the bio-inspired approaches. It can be seen that as the SNR 

increases, BPM can achieve better resolution values. 
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Figure 3. Relation between SNR, beampipe radius and resolution. 

 

A comparison between EA and PSO is presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that both 

approaches can find similar SNR values and both approaches can yield SNR values 

above 40 dB. These results are in an acceptable range for the isolation of the power 

signal from the noise signal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of EA and PSO. 

 

Table 1. shows the capacitance and SNR values for the given antenna lengths. All 

capacitance and SNR values are in a range that is appropriate for signal processing. 

 

Table 1. Relation between antenna length, capacitance and SNR 

Antenna Length (mm) Capacitance (pF) SNR (dB) 

2.5 1.22 13.957 

5.5 2.55 30.001 

10 4.55 39.720 
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The findings obtained here are for the button-type BPMs which are employed in the 

TARLA facility due to limited space available on the beam-pipe since other BPM 

types require larger space. 

 
5. Conclusion 

 

The findings for the infrared RF realm accelerators showed that the use of bio-

inspired optimization methods, namely EA and PSO for antenna and BPM geometry 

design can yield more practical solutions than analytical and FEM methods. It is 

shown that parameters such as SNR and sensitivity are in a suitable range for signal 

processing techniques.  

 

This approach can be used for all types of BPMs such as button, cavity and stripline 

as it offers a wide range of solutions while offering flexibility during design and 

production of BPMs. 
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